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Abstract

Introduction

As more of our daily activities shift online, the issue of
user privacy comes to the forefront. Anonymous communication is a privacy enhancing technology that enables a user to communicate with a recipient without revealing her identity (IP address) to the recipient or a third
party (for example, Internet routers). Tor [10] is a deployed network for anonymous communication, which
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consists of about 2 000 relays and currently serves hundreds of thousands of users a day [45]. Tor is widely used
by whistleblowers, journalists, businesses, law enforcement and government organizations, and regular citizens
concerned about their privacy [46].
Tor requires each user to maintain up-to-date information about all available relays in the network (global
view). As the number of relays and clients increases,
the cost of maintaining this global view becomes prohibitively expensive. In fact, McLachlan et al. [22]
showed that in the near future the Tor network could be
spending more bandwidth for maintaining a global view
of the system than for anonymous communication itself.
Existing approaches to improving Tor’s scalability advocate a peer-to-peer approach. While the peer-to-peer
paradigm scales to millions of relays, it also provides
new opportunities for attack. The complexity of the designs makes it difficult for the authors to provide rigorous
proofs of security. The result is that the security community has been very successful at breaking the state-of-art
peer-to-peer anonymity designs [4, 6, 7, 23, 47, 48].
In this paper, we step away from the peer-to-peer
paradigm and propose PIR-Tor, a scalable client-server
approach to anonymous communication. The key observation motivating our architecture is that clients require
information about only a few relays (3 in the current
Tor network) to build a circuit for anonymous communication. Currently, clients download the entire database
of relays to protect their anonymity from compromised
directory servers. In our proposal, on the other hand,
clients use private information retrieval (PIR) techniques
to download information about only a few relays. PIR
prevents untrusted directory servers from learning any
information about the clients’ choices of relays, and thus
mitigates route fingerprinting attacks [6, 7].
We consider two architectures for PIR-Tor, based on
the use of computational PIR and information-theoretic
PIR, and evaluate their performance and security. We
find that for the creation of a single circuit, the archi-

Existing anonymous communication systems like Tor do
not scale well as they require all users to maintain up-todate information about all available Tor relays in the system. Current proposals for scaling anonymous communication advocate a peer-to-peer (P2P) approach. While
the P2P paradigm scales to millions of nodes, it provides new opportunities to compromise anonymity. In
this paper, we step away from the P2P paradigm and advocate a client-server approach to scalable anonymity.
We propose PIR-Tor, an architecture for the Tor network in which users obtain information about only a few
onion routers using private information retrieval techniques. Obtaining information about only a few onion
routers is the key to the scalability of our approach, while
the use of private retrieval information techniques helps
preserve client anonymity. The security of our architecture depends on the security of PIR schemes which are
well understood and relatively easy to analyze, as opposed to peer-to-peer designs that require analyzing extremely complex and dynamic systems. In particular, we
demonstrate that reasonable parameters of our architecture provide equivalent security to that of the Tor network. Moreover, our experimental results show that the
overhead of PIR-Tor is manageable even when the Tor
network scales by two orders of magnitude.
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tecture based on computational PIR provides an order
of magnitude improvement over a full download of all
descriptors, while the information-theoretic architecture
provides two orders of magnitude improvement over a
full download. However, in the scenario where clients
wish to build multiple circuits, several PIR queries must
be performed and the communication overhead of the
computational PIR architecture quickly approaches that
of a full download. In this case, we propose to perform
only a few PIR queries and reuse their results for creating multiple circuits, and discuss the security implications of the same. On the other hand, for the informationtheoretic architecture, we find that even with multiple circuits, the communication overhead is at least an order of
magnitude smaller than a full download. It is therefore
feasible for clients to perform a PIR query for each desired circuit. In particular, we show that, subject to certain constraints, this results in security equivalent to the
current Tor network. With our improvements, the Tor
network can easily sustain a 10-fold increase in both relays and clients. PIR-Tor also enables a scenario where
all clients convert to middle-only relays, improving the
security and the performance of the Tor network [9].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We discuss related work in Section 2. We present a brief
overview of Tor and private information retrieval in Section 3. In Section 4, we give an overview of our system
architecture, and present the full protocol in Section 5.
We discuss the traffic analysis implications of our architecture in Section 6. Sections 7 and 8 contain our performance evaluation for the computational and informationtheoretic PIR proposals respectively. We discuss the
ramifications of our design in Section 9, and finally conclude in Section 10.
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plications of clients not having the global system view,
and show that reasonable parameters of PIR-Tor provide
equivalent security to Tor.

2.1

Distributed hash table based architectures

Distributed hash tables (DHTs), also known as structured peer-to-peer topologies, assign neighbor relationships using a pseudorandom but deterministic mathematical formula based on IP addresses or public keys of
nodes.
Salsa [29] is built on top of a DHT, and uses a specially designed secure lookup operation to select random
relays in the network. The secure lookups use redundant
checks to mitigate attacks that try to bias the result of the
lookup. However, Mittal and Borisov [23] showed that
Salsa is vulnerable to information leak attacks: as the attackers can observe a large fraction of the lookups in the
system, a node’s selection of relays is no longer anonymous and this observation can be used to compromise
user anonymity [6, 7]. Salsa is also vulnerable to a selective denial-of-service attack, where nodes break circuits
that they cannot compromise [4, 47].
Panchenko et al. proposed NISAN [35] in which
information-leak attacks are mitigated by a secure iterative lookup operation with built-in anonymity. The secure lookup operation uses redundancy to mitigate active
attacks, but hides the identity of the lookup destination
from the intermediate nodes by downloading the entire
routing table of the intermediate nodes and processing
the lookup operation locally. However, Wang et al. [48]
were able to drastically reduce the lookup anonymity by
taking into account the structure of the topology and the
deterministic nature of the paths traversed by the lookup
mechanism.
Torsk, introduced by McLachlan et al. [22], uses secret
buddy nodes to mitigate information leak attacks. Instead
of performing a lookup operation themselves, nodes can
instruct their secret buddy nodes to perform the lookup
on their behalf. Thus, even if the lookup process is not
anonymous, the adversary will not be able to link the
node with the lookup destination (since the relationship
between a node and its buddy is a secret). However, the
aforementioned work of Wang et al. [48] also showed
some vulnerabilities in the mechanism for obtaining secret buddy nodes.

Related Work

In contrast to our client-server approach, prior work
mostly advocates a peer-to-peer approach for scalable
anonymous communication. We can categorize existing
work on peer-to-peer anonymity into architectures that
are based on random walks on unstructured or structured
topologies, and architectures that use a lookup operation
in a distributed hash table.
Besides these peer-to-peer approaches Mittal et
al. [25] briefly considered the idea of using PIR queries
to scale anonymous communication. However, their description was not complete, and their evaluation was very
preliminary. In this paper, we build upon their work and
present a complete system architecture based on PIR.
In contrast to prior work, we also consider the use of
information-theoretic PIR, and show that it outperforms
computational PIR based Tor architecture in many scaling scenarios. We also provide an analysis of the im-

2.2

Random walk based architectures

In MorphMix [38] the scalability problem in Tor is alleviated by organizing relays in an unstructured peer-topeer overlay, where each relay has knowledge of only a
few other relays in the system. For building circuits, an
2

initiator performs a random walk by first selecting a random neighbor and building an onion routing circuit to
it. The initiator can then query the neighbor for its list
of neighbors, select a random peer, and then extend the
onion routing circuit to it. This process can be iterated a
number of times to build a random walk of any desired
length.
MorphMix is vulnerable to a route capture attack,
where a malicious relay returns a list of only other colluding nodes during a random walk. This attack ensures
that once the random walk hits a compromised relay, all
subsequent relays in the random walk are also compromised. In particular, when the first relay in the random
walk is compromised, user anonymity is trivially broken.
While MorphMix proposed a collusion detection mechanism to mitigate the route capture attack, it was later
shown that the mechanism can be broken by a colluding set of attackers that models the internal state of each
relay [44].
ShadowWalker [24] also uses a random walk to locate
relays, but instead of organizing relays into an unstructured overlay, it uses a distributed hash table. Neighbor
relationships in the DHT are deterministic, and can be
verified by the initiator to mitigate route capture attacks.
To prevent any information leakage during verification of
neighbor information, some redundancy is incorporated
into the topology itself. Recently, Schuchard et al. [39]
analyzed an attack on ShadowWalker, and also studied a
fix for the attack.
We note that all of the peer-to-peer designs provide
only heuristic security, and the security community has
been very successful at breaking the state-of-art designs.
This is partly because of the complexity of the designs,
which make it difficult for the system designers to rigorously analyze the security of the system. We also note
that all secure peer-to-peer systems are built on top of
assumptions that are difficult to realize in practice. For
example, security of these designs depends on the fraction of compromised relays in the system being less than
20–25%. Modern botnets can comprise of tens to hundreds of thousands of bots [19], which is likely sufficient
to overwhelm the security of the system. In PIR-Tor, we
target a design where it is feasible to rigorously argue
about the anonymity properties of the design, and where
the ability to obtain random relays both securely and
anonymously does not depend on the fraction of compromised relays in the system.
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of clients, and carries terabytes of traffic per day [45].
The network is comprised of approximately 2 000 relays
as of February 2011 [20]. Tor clients first download a
complete list of relays (called the network consensus)
from directory servers, and then further download detailed information about each of the relays (called the
relay descriptors). The network consensus is signed by
trusted directory authorities to prevent directory servers
from manipulating its contents. Clients select three relays to build circuits for anonymous communication. A
fresh network consensus must be downloaded at least as
often as every 3 hours, while fresh relay descriptors are
downloaded every 18 hours.
To protect against certain long-term attacks [33] on
anonymous communication, each client, when it starts
Tor for the first time, selects a set of three guard relays from among fast and stable nodes. As long as the
selected guards remain available, new ones will not be
chosen. The first relay in any circuit constructed by the
client will be one of its three guards. Also, clients select
the final relay from the subset of the Tor relays which
allow traffic to exit to the Internet, called the exit relays;
each exit relay has an exit policy, which lists the ports
to which the relay is willing to forward traffic, and the
client’s choice of exit relay must of course be compatible
with its intended use of the circuit. Any relay is eligible
to be the middle relay of a circuit. Clients can multiplex
multiple TCP connections (called streams) over a single
Tor circuit; the lifetime of a circuit is generally 10 minutes. Finally, Tor relays have heterogeneous bandwidths,
and subject to the above constraints, clients select a Tor
relay with a probability that is proportional to a relay’s
bandwidth.1

3.2

PIR

Private information retrieval [5] provides a means of retrieving a block of data out of a database of r blocks,
without the database server learning any information
about which block was retrieved. A trivial solution to
the PIR problem — the one used currently by Tor —
is to transfer the entire database from the server to the
client, and then retrieve the block of interest from the
downloaded database. Although the trivial solution offers perfect privacy protection, the communication overhead is impractical for large databases or for a system
like Tor where minimizing bandwidth usage remains a
high priority. PIR schemes are therefore designed to provide sublinear communication complexity.
We can classify PIR schemes in terms of their privacy guarantees and the number of servers required for

Background
Tor

1 Since not all relays are eligible for every position, some additional
load-balancing logic is used to underweight relays eligible to be guards
or exits when choosing middle relays.

Tor [10] is a deployed network for low-latency anonymous communication. Tor serves hundreds of thousands
3

the protection they provide. Information-theoretic PIR
schemes (ITPIR) are multi-server schemes that guarantee query privacy irrespective of the computational capabilities of the servers answering the user’s query. ITPIR
schemes assume the database servers are not colluding
to determine the user’s query. Single-server computational PIR schemes (CPIR), on the other hand, assume
a computationally limited database server that is unable
to break a hard computational problem, such as the difficulty of factoring large integers. The noncollusion requirement is then removed, at some cost to efficiency.
We choose the single-server lattice-based scheme by
Aguilar-Melchor et al. [1] as an example of CPIR, and
the multi-server scheme by Goldberg [12] as an example of ITPIR. The CPIR scheme is the best-performing
single-server scheme [32], and both are available as
open-source libraries.

4
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circuit construction. For example, the first relay must be
one of the user’s guards, the final relay must allow traffic
to exit to a user’s desired port, and the relays must be selected in proportion to their bandwidth for load balancing
the network. Some prior work like ShadowWalker [24]
and Salsa [29] did not focus on these issues.
Limitations: Our architecture achieves its scalability properties by trading off bandwidth for computation;
thus directory servers will be required to spend additional
computational resources. In our performance evaluation
we show that the computational resources required to
support our architecture are feasible.

4.2

System architecture

Our key insight when designing PIR-Tor is that the
client-server model in Tor can be preserved while simultaneously improving its scalability by having users
download the descriptors of only a few relays in the
system, as opposed to downloading the global view.
However, naively doing so can enable malicious directory servers to launch fingerprinting attacks against the
users, thereby compromising anonymity. We propose
that users leverage private information retrieval protocols to download the identities of a few relays, thereby
protecting their privacy against compromised directory
servers. Note that a client does not need to use a PIR
protocol to select its guard relays; a full download of the
network consensus and relay descriptors suffices, since
guard relay selection is a one-time operation that does
not affect the scalability of the protocol.
Recall that private information retrieval has two flavors: computational PIR and information-theoretic PIR.
While both CPIR and ITPIR can be used by clients, the
underlying techniques have different threat models, resulting in slightly different architectures, as depicted in
Figure 1.

System Overview
Design goals

1. Scalable architecture: We target a design for anonymous communication that is able to scale the number of
relays and clients in the network. We note that a design
that is able to accommodate more relays in the network
not only improves the network performance, but also improves user anonymity [9].
2. Security: Prior work on scalable anonymous communication only provides heuristic security guarantees,
and the security community has been very successful at
breaking the state-of-art designs. We target a design that
leverages well-understood security mechanisms making
it relatively easy to analyze the security of the system.
Secondly, we aim to achieve similar security properties
as in the existing Tor network. We show that reasonable
parameters of PIR-Tor are able to provide equivalent security to the Tor network.
3. Efficient circuit creation: Architectures that impose additional latency during circuit creation may not
be practical, since the user needs to wait for the circuit
creation to finish before starting anonymous communication.
4. Minimal changes: We target a design that requires
minimal changes to the existing Tor architecture. For instance, transitioning Tor to a peer-to-peer system will require a significant engineering effort. Our design leverages existing implementations and requires changes to
only the directory functionality and relay selection mechanism in Tor and can be incrementally deployed by both
clients and relays.
5. Preserving Tor constraints: The Tor network imposes several constraints on the selection of relays during

Computational PIR at directory servers: Computational PIR can guarantee user privacy even when there
is a single untrusted database. In this scenario, we propose that as in the current Tor architecture, any relay can
act as a directory server. The directory servers maintain
a global view of the system, and act as a PIR database.
Clients can then use a CPIR protocol to query the directory servers and obtain the identities of random relays in
the system.
Information-theoretic PIR at directory authorities
(rejected): Information-theoretic PIR can guarantee
user privacy only when a threshold number of databases
do not collude. Since directory servers in the current
Tor network are untrusted, they cannot be used as PIR
databases. However, Tor has eight directory authorities
sign the global system view (the network consensus).
4

Directory/PIR
servers
(3 guard nodes)

Client

Directory/PIR
server
(any node)

2. Initial connect
3. Signed meta-information
5. 2 PIR Queries (1 middle, 1 exit)
6. PIR Response

4. Load balanced
index selection

Trusted
directory
authorities

2. Initial connect
3. Signed meta-information
5. 1 middle, 1 PIR Query (1 exit)
6. PIR Response
4. Load balanced
index selection

Trusted
directory
authorities

Client

1. Download
PIR database

1. Download
PIR database

• Middle database sorted by relay bandwidth.
• Exit database first grouped by exit policy, each group sorted by relay
bandwidth.

• Middle database sorted by relay bandwidth.
• Exit database first grouped by exit policy, each group sorted by relay
bandwidth.

(a) CPIR-based architecture

(b) ITPIR-based architecture

Figure 1: System Architecture: For the CPIR architecture, an arbitrary set of relays are selected as the directory
servers (PIR servers) that maintain a current copy of the PIR database, while for the ITPIR architecture, guard relays
are the directory servers. Directory servers download the PIR database from trusted directory authorities. To perform
a PIR query, clients first obtain meta-information about the PIR database from the directory servers, and then use the
meta-information to select the index of the PIR block to query, taking into consideration the bandwidths and the exit
policies of the relays. Relay information from the results of the PIR queries can be used to build circuits for anonymous
communication. Note that in the ITPIR architecture, clients use PIR to query for only the exit relays.
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Since Tor already trusts that the majority of directory
authorities are honest, one potential solution could have
been to use the directory authorities as PIR databases.
However, we reject this approach since the directory authorities would become performance bottlenecks in the
system, in addition to targets for DDoS attacks.

5.1

PIR-Tor Protocol Details
Database organization and formatting

We first note that Tor relays are selected based on some
constraints. For instance, the first relay must be an entry guard, and the last relay must be an exit relay. We
propose to organize the list of relays into three separate
databases, corresponding to guard nodes, middle nodes
and exit nodes. Note that some relays function as entry
guards as well as exit relays — such relays are duplicated
in both the guard database and the exit database.
In addition to the last relay being an exit, its exit policy must satisfy the client application requirements. In
a February 2011 snapshot of the current Tor network,
there were 471 standard exits (default exit policy) and
482 non-standard exits sharing 221 policies. Had the
number of non-standard exits been small, then clients in
PIR-Tor could download all the relay descriptors for the
non-standard exits, and use PIR to select descriptors for
the standard exits. However, this is not the case. Instead,
we propose that nodes in the exit database be grouped
by their exit policies. Furthermore, in order to keep the
number of groups manageable, we propose that there be
a small set of standard exit policies that exit relays can
choose from. Our architecture can accommodate a small
set of relays with non-standard exit policies, and these
outliers can be downloaded in their entirety as above.
Tor relays have heterogeneous bandwidth capabilities,
and relays with higher capacities are selected with a

Information-theoretic PIR at guard relays: Instead,
we note that Tor already places significant trust in guard
nodes. If all of a client’s guard relays are compromised,
then they can perform end-to-end timing analysis [2] in
conjunction with selective denial of service attacks [4] to
break user anonymity in the current Tor network. Thus
we consider using a client’s three guard nodes as the
servers for ITPIR. Unless all three guard nodes are compromised they cannot learn the identities of the relays
downloaded by the clients. Even if all three guard relays
are compromised, they cannot actively manipulate elements in the PIR database since they are signed by the
directory authorities; they can only learn which exit relay descriptors were downloaded by the clients. (In Tor,
guards always know the identities of the middle nodes in
circuits through them.) If the exit relay in a circuit is honest, then guard relays cannot break user anonymity. On
the other hand, if the exit relay used is malicious, then
user anonymity is broken [6], but in this scenario, the adversary could have performed end-to-end timing analysis
anyway [2] (in the current Tor network).
5

higher probability in order to load balance the network.
Bandwidth-weighted selection is straightforward given a
global view of the network. We now outline two strategies to enable clients to perform weighted relay selection
without this global view. The first strategy implements
the Snader-Borisov [41, 42] criterion for relay selection,
where only the relative rank of the relays in terms of their
bandwidths is used for relay selection.2 The second strategy is more similar to the current Tor algorithm, where
the entire bandwidth distribution of relays is taken into
consideration for relay selection. In both scenarios, we
first sort relays in each of the databases in order of bandwidth. Clients can use the Snader-Borisov mechanism
by choosing the relay index to query with probability that
depends on the index value. For example, if the relays are
sorted in descending order of bandwidth, then clients can
select relays having a smaller index with higher probability. To implement an algorithm similar to the current Tor
network, we propose that clients download a bandwidth
distribution synopsis from the directory servers, and use
it to make the relay selection. Finally, we note that the
exit database is treated as a special case since relays are
first grouped based on their exit policies, and within each
group, relays are further sorted by bandwidth. This enables a client to select an exit relay whose exit policy
satisfies its application requirements in a load-balanced
manner.
The PIR protocols we consider are block-based: the
database is composed of a number of equal-sized blocks.
The block size must be large enough to hold at least a single relay descriptor, but may hold more. We must also
ensure that relay descriptors do not cross block boundaries by padding the database. To guard against active
attacks by directory servers, each block is signed by the
directory authorities; the data signed also includes the
block number (index), the consensus timestamp and a
database identifier. To minimize overhead, we use the
threshold BLS signature scheme [3] since signatures in
that scheme are single group elements (22 bytes, for example, for 80-bit security), regardless of the number of
directory authorities issuing signatures.

5.2

PIR Protocols and database locations

5.2.1

Computational PIR

the directory servers need to maintain a global view of
all the relays, i.e., a current copy of the network consensus formatted as above. Then, instead of downloading the entire consensus document from the directory
server, clients connecting to these directory servers use
a computational PIR protocol to retrieve a block of their
choice, without revealing any information about which
block, to the directory server. While our architecture is
compatible with all existing CPIR protocols, we use the
lattice-based scheme proposed by Agular-Melchor and
Gaborit [1] since it is the computationally fastest scheme
available. Note that the lattice-based CPIR protocol is a
single-server protocol, and does not require any interaction with other directory servers.
5.2.2

Information-Theoretic PIR

Information-theoretic PIR protocols guarantee privacy of
user queries only if a threshold number of PIR databases
do not collude. As stated above, we use a client’s three
guard relays as ITPIR directory servers. The parameters
of the protocol are set such that the guard relays do not
learn any information about the client’s block unless all
three of them collude.

5.3

Client query protocol and metainformation exchange

To query for a middle and exit relay, a client connects
to one of its directory (PIR) servers, which responds
back with the meta-information about each of the PIR
databases, such as the number of blocks in the database,
the block size, the distribution of exit policies, and a
bandwidth distribution synopsis. Note that the metainformation is also timestamped and signed by the directory authorities. Based on this information, clients
can construct a PIR query to select Tor relays while satisfying the constraints of the user. Clients can perform
load balancing based on the Snader-Borisov mechanism
by selecting an index to query with a probability that depends on the index value. For greater flexibility, clients
can perform load balancing in a manner similar to the
current Tor architecture by using the bandwidth distribution synopsis to select an index to query. The PIR queries
are performed by the clients well in advance of constructing the circuit, so as not to impose extra latency during
circuit construction. Note that clients may not be able to
predict the exit policies required by circuits in advance.
To bypass this constraint, recall that the relays in the exit
database are grouped based on a small set of standard
exit policies, and clients can perform a few PIR queries
to obtain exit relays that satisfy all standard exit policies. Finally, clients can periodically download the relay

Computational PIR protocols can guarantee privacy of
user queries even with a single untrusted relay acting as
a PIR database. Thus, we can designate an arbitrary set
of relays in the network as directory servers, and only
2 The use of the Snader-Borisov criterion may have an impact on
the performance of the Tor network. Murdoch and Watson’s queueing
model [28] suggests that it will cause greater congestion at Tor relays,
whereas Snader and Borisov’s flow-level simulations [42] predict similar or even improved network utilization.
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descriptors of the small set of exit relays that have nonstandard exit policies (every 3 hours).
Next, we propose an optimization that clients can perform while using guard relays as directory servers in the
case of information-theoretic PIR. We note that during
circuit creation, a guard relay learns the identity of the
middle relay. Thus the clients could simply skip the
PIR for the middle database, and directly query a single
guard relay for a particular block. Note that all blocks are
signed by the directory authorities, and any active attacks
by the guard relay will be detected by the client. Also
note that the fetched descriptors should only be used in
conjunction with the guard relay from which they were
obtained; otherwise, even a single compromised guard
would be able to perform fingerprinting attacks [6].

5.4

In PIR-Tor the threat model slightly differs from the
one in [6, 7]. Directory queries continue being identifiable, but PIR prevents the adversary from learning which
exact relays were retrieved from the database, avoiding
the creation of a mapping describing users’ knowledge.
Therefore, when route fingerprinting is performed the attack does not result in a direct loss of anonymity. Even
if the choice of relays appearing in the fingerprint were
unique, the adversary does not have a way to link this
fingerprint to a specific client. In fact, the only way for
the attacker to link the client with the destination of her
traffic is to control the first and last relays in the path
and perform a traffic confirmation attack [37], which in
our system will happen with probability c2 , where c is
the fraction of compromised bandwidth in the network
— the same probability as in the current Tor network.
Although route fingerprinting does not result in a direct loss of anonymity in PIR-Tor, the information leaked
could be used by the adversary to relate connections from
the same user and construct behavioral profiles. In turn,
these profiles can lead to the re-identification of users
directly [16] or by combining them with publicly available databases [14, 30, 43]. We note that the linkability of circuits is not a problem unique to PIR-Tor, and
that features other than partitioning the network (e.g.,
cookies [36], session timing [17], or frequently accessed
hosts [17]) can be used in the current Tor network to profile users.

Circuit Construction

The circuit creation mechanism remains the same as in
the current Tor network. In the current Tor network,
clients construct a new circuit every 10 minutes. As we
show in Section 8, in the ITPIR scenario, the cost of all
Tor clients performing one PIR query (since the middle
relay is fetched without using PIR) every 10 minutes is
manageable. In the CPIR setting, the communication
overhead of all Tor clients performing two PIR queries
in a 10-minute interval is rather high, and we propose to
perform fewer PIR queries, and reuse descriptors in subsequent time intervals. We discuss this further in Section 7.
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6.1

Impact of fingerprinting on PIR-Tor

Before diving into the analysis we note that the number
of relays (or descriptors) in each PIR block is irrelevant
for the result. Fingerprinting attacks are based on the
clients’ knowledge of relays in the network, but in PIRTor clients retrieve blocks that may contain one or more
descriptors. Hence, either the client knows about all the
descriptors in a block or she does not know any of them.
Thus, from the point of view of the adversary all relays in
a block are equivalent, regardless of how many descriptors are in this block; only the number of blocks matters
when computing the probabilities we use in our analysis.
We consider an adversary that controls the receiver of
the communication, and thus can observe the exit relay
chosen by the client. Additionally, she may also control
the exit relay hence also learning the middle relay in the
client’s circuit.

Traffic Analysis Resistance of PIR-Tor

In this section we evaluate the resistance to traffic analysis of PIR-Tor. We consider an adversary that can observe some fraction of the network and has the ability to
generate, modify, delete, or delay traffic. She can compromise a fraction of the relays, or introduce relays of
her own. Further, we consider that the adversary can observe clients’ requests to the PIR-Tor directory servers,
and knows that in these requests the client only learns
about a fraction of the relays in the network.
As pointed out in the past [6,7], clients’ partial knowledge of the relays belonging to the anonymity network
enables route fingerprinting attacks. In these papers it is
assumed that relay discovery is a non-anonymous process. Hence, an adversary observing the discovery process can build a mapping between users and the relays
they know. If clients learn unique (disjoint) sets of relays,
their paths can be “fingerprinted”, and the client’s identity can be trivially recovered from this mapping. This
problem does not exist in the current Tor, where querying the directories provides clients with a global view of
the network.

6.1.1

One PIR request per circuit construction

If the computation and communication cost for clients
and directory servers in dealing with PIR queries is small
(as when ITPIR is used), clients could request new descriptors for each circuit construction. Regardless of
7

the selection algorithm used, due to the PIR properties,
the adversary cannot distinguish which block is retrieved
from the database with each query and hence she gains
no information as to which relays are known to the client.
In this setting the adversary must assume that all relays
are known to the client, and PIR-Tor fingerprinting resistance is equivalent to that of the current Tor network.
Nevertheless, when CPIR is used we must expect limitations both in bandwidth and computation capabilities.
Therefore, each time the client obtains a set of descriptors with a CPIR query, these descriptors may have to be
reused across multiple circuit rebuilds. In the next section we evaluate the impact of this reuse on the privacy
protection offered by PIR-Tor.
6.1.2

files. We note that even if the adversary is actually collecting information from a single user, she cannot be sure
that this is the case based on the PIR-Tor relay selection
algorithm; she must assume that the profile she observes
may contain sessions from multiple users. We also note
that, based on the relay selection algorithm, the adversary cannot link connections from a user routed through
different exit relays. This is because the PIR properties
prevent the attacker from learning any relation between
the descriptors retrieved by a client. Hence, the connections of one client routed through exit relays in different
PIR blocks are unlinkable and the adversary must assign
them to different profiles (that may or may not contain
information about other users).
If the adversary observes connections coming from the
exit relay e, the fraction of clients α that may know this
relay are those who retrieved from the database the block
containing e. In PIR-Tor we assume that clients retrieve
a set B of b blocks every time they query the directory
server, hence the fraction of clients that have knowledge
of the block containing e is: α = (1 − (1 − Pr[e])b ),
where Pr[e] is the probability of choosing the block containing e as one of the b retrieved blocks, and depends
on the algorithm used for the selection of relays. For
simplicity in our analysis we assume that there is only a
single standard exit policy.
We explained in Section 5 that for load balancing, relays with higher capacities are selected with a higher
probability. We described two criteria for selecting relays: a bandwidth-based criterion (BW), and the SnaderBorisov criterion (SB). To evaluate the BW criterion according to a realistic bandwidth distribution we captured
a snapshot of the Tor consensus directory on 9 February
2011. This directory includes 649 exit relay descriptors
after removing the slowest one-eighth of the total relays
that are not used to relay traffic at all in the current Tor
network [31]. For the evaluation of SB we computed the
probability Pr[e] according to the algorithm introduced
sx
)
in [41]. Given the function fs (x) = (1−2
(1−2s ) a value x
is drawn uniformly at random from [0, 1), and the block
with index bNblocks × fs (x)c is selected. The inverse of
the function fs (x) is the function fs−1 (x) = (log2 (1 −
(1 − 2s ) · x))/s. Then, the probability of selecting a
block containing the relay e in the i-th position of the list
is Pr[e] = fs−1 (i/Nblocks ) − fs−1 ((i − 1)/Nblocks ). We
use s = 1, which results in a probability distribution near
to uniform, and s = 10, which results in a distribution
very skewed towards the relays offering high bandwidth.
Figure 2 shows box plots3 describing the distribution

Reusing descriptors for circuit construction

In our analysis we assume that the attacker observes
the exit relay (respectively exit and middle relays) of a
client’s circuit. As we have already discussed, this does
not directly leak information about the client’s identity
and anonymity is preserved. However, the adversary can
still profile clients based on their network knowledge,
eventually leading to de-anonymization [14, 16, 30, 43].
The adversary can construct a behavioral profile with
all connections she observes coming from exit relays (respectively exit and middle relays) that belong to the same
PIR block. If the selection algorithm is such that many
clients have knowledge of a block (recall that all relays
in the block are equivalent for the attacker) the profile
recovered by the adversary is an aggregate profile of all
these users, jeopardizing the de-anonymization of individual clients. On the other hand, if the choice of relays
is unique to each client the profile recovered by the adversary accurately reflects the behavior of an individual
user and the danger of de-anonymization grows. Therefore, it is desirable that clients share choices such that
the adversary can only obtain aggregated profiles that
reduce her precision when re-identifying clients. Other
ways than relay selection for the attacker to link and/or
discriminate clients’ connections [17, 36] are left out of
the scope of our analysis.
In this section, we evaluate the protection against profiling provided by PIR-Tor when descriptors have to be
reused across circuit constructions. We aim to answer
the question “how precisely can the adversary assign an
observed connection (exit relay, or exit and middle) to
a unique client?”. We use as a metric the fraction α of
clients that could be initiators of a connection (i.e., the
expected fraction of clients that have knowledge of the
PIR-Tor block containing the relay(s) observed by the
adversary). The larger the fraction of clients that may
know the observed relay, the better privacy users enjoy
because the adversary can only construct aggregate pro-

3 The line in the middle of the box represents the median of the
distribution of α. The lower and upper limits of the box correspond,
respectively, to the first (Q1) and third quartiles (Q3) of the distribution.
We also show the outliers: relays e which are chosen with values that
are “far” from the rest of the distribution (α > Q3 + 1.5(Q3 − Q1)
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still captures aggregated profiles of 190 clients for the
median relay.
If besides the receiver of the communication the adversary also controls the exit relay, then she can observe
the middle and exit relays of the client’s path. Let us call
the observed exit relay e, and the observed middle relay
m. The fraction of clients knowing the blocks containing these relays is: Pr[e, m ∈ B] = (1 − (1 − Pr[e])b ) ·
(1−(1−Pr[m])b ), where Pr[e] and Pr[m] depend on the
path selection algorithm. Hence, Pr[e, m ∈ B] is orders
of magnitude smaller than Pr[e ∈ B] increasing the accuracy of profiling, as it becomes less likely that clients
share knowledge of both exit and middle relays.
We note that the results above represent the case in
which clients only retrieve b = 1 blocks per PIR query.
If the clients retrieve more blocks they can significantly
improve their privacy protection (α grows approximately
linearly with b). Moreover, if clients retrieve b > 1
blocks each time, they divide by b the number of circuits routed by each of the known exit relays. Finally,
we would like to stress that client’s profiles are only linkable until they refresh their network knowledge. If, as in
the current Tor network, this happens each 3 hours and
circuits are rebuilt every 10 minutes, the adversary can
link data from only 18/b circuits. We have shown in this
section that, even though it does not break anonymity,
reusing descriptors breaks the unlinkability of circuits.
In order to prevent the attack we have discussed, clients
should request new blocks from the directory server (or
from the guard nodes if ITPIR is used) often or in groups
of several blocks such that the reuse of descriptors is minimized.

0.3
0.25

α

0.2
0.15
0.1
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0

BW

SB(1) SB(10)
(13 blocks)

BW

SB(1) SB(10)
(148 blocks)

Figure 2: BW and SB(s) selection: evolution of α with
the database size.
of α for the different selection algorithms. We choose
two database sizes to show the performance of the algorithms when the network scales. A small database
that contains 649 exit relays (as in the current Tor network) divided in 13 blocks for optimal performance of
the CPIR algorithm (note that if ITPIR is used there is no
need to reuse relays across circuit rebuilds).4 The second
database contains 1M relays, divided in 148 blocks. In
the BW case, we construct the distribution of bandwidth
amongst the relays by concatenating copies of the original list downloaded from the Tor network. We refer the
reader to Appendix A for a more detailed analysis of the
evolution of α when the network scales.
The median of the BW distribution is α = 0.016; that
is, 1600 clients have knowledge of each relay when the
network is used by 100 000 users.5 When the network
grows, the median of α diminishes to 0.0012. As there
are more blocks in the database clients have more choice,
and so they share knowledge of fewer relays.
We can see that SB(1) offers the best protection (a
larger fraction of clients know a relay), but as clients’
choice of relays, and hence blocks, is nearly uniform it
does not load balance the network. The means of SB(1)
and SB(10) are similar; however, SB(10) has a greater
variance. SB(10) yields medians of α = 0.022 and
α = 0.0019 when there are 13 and 148 blocks in the
database, respectively. In the latter case, the adversary
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Performance Evaluation of Computational PIR

We now present experimental results for the CPIR architecture. We chose standard security parameters for the
CPIR scheme [1] (`0 = 19 and N = 50), and computed
the client/server computation times and communication
costs by running an implementation of this scheme [15].
The hardware was a dual Intel Xeon E5420 2.50 GHz
quad-core machine running Ubuntu Linux 10.04.1. Note
that for our evaluation, we used only a single core, which
is equivalent to a standard desktop machine today.
We set the descriptor size to be 2 100 bytes (the maximum descriptor size measured from the current Tor network), and set the exit database to be half the size of the
middle database [45]. We varied the number of relays
in a PIR database, and computed a) PIR server computation, b) total communication, and c) client computation.
Data transfer for CPIR schemes can be reduced using the recursive construction by Kushilevitz and Ostro-

or α < Q1 − 1.5(Q3 − Q1)).
We have cut the figure’s y axis for better visibility. The figure does
not show two outliers for the 13-block BW and SB(10) plots that have
α = 0.38 and α = 0.63, respectively.
4 For a database of r 2100-byte descriptors and recursion parameter
(see Section
√ 7) R = 2, the optimal number of blocks is approximately
1.50 · 3 r.
5 The Tor project reports an estimate of Tor users between 100 000
and 250 000 in January 2011 (http://metrics.torproject.
org/users.html). We take 100 000 to represent the worst-case
scenario for the clients.
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Figure 3: CPIR cost. R denotes the recursion parameter in CPIR.
vsky [21] without much increase in computational cost;
this recursion can be implemented in a single round of interaction between the client and the server. We denote the
recursion parameter in CPIR using R. If we denote the
number of relays in the database by n, then the communication cost of CPIR in our architecture is proportional
to 8R · n1/(R+1) .

ing to be more efficient than performing multiple CPIR
queries. Instead, we propose to perform b < 18 queries
for both middle and exit nodes, and reuse existing blocks
for more circuits. As we discuss in the security analysis,
reusing blocks does not affect the anonymity of a single
circuit, but may break the unlinkability of multiple circuits.

Figure 3 depicts the server computation, communication, and client computation as a function of the number
of Tor relays for varying values of the recursion parameter R. Increasing R reduces communication (and client
computation) drastically while having only a small impact on server computation. Note that for beyond R = 3,
communication increases again, because the term 8R in
the communication overhead becomes dominant. We can
see that when the number of relays is less than 20 000, the
server computational overhead using R = 2 is smaller
than R = 3, while the communication overhead using
R = 2 and R = 3 is about the same. Beyond 20 000
relays, using R = 3 results in significant communication
savings as compared to R = 2, while the server computational overhead is about the same for both parameters.
For the remainder of this discussion, we use R = 2. We
can see that as the network size scales, the communication overhead of CPIR is an order of magnitude smaller
than trivial download of the database. Interestingly, even
at the current network size, the communication overhead
of CPIR is smaller than a trivial download.

We now study some particular scaling scenarios in
more detail. For each of the following scenarios, we
will compute the number of cores required to support
the clients. Figure 4 depicts the required number of
CPU cores as a function of relays and clients. We also
study the communication overhead of CPIR-Tor, along
with a comparative analysis with the current Tor protocol. For this analysis, we set the number of blocks b = 1.
Note that both computation and communication overhead for CPIR-Tor scale linearly with the desired number
of blocks. Our results are summarized in Table 1.
Scenario 1: Current Tor Size. Total number of simultaneous relays is 2 000. Total number of simultaneous clients is 250 000. For 2 000 relays, server compute time is 0.2 second. The number of exit nodes is
around 1 000, and the corresponding server compute time
is 0.1 seconds. Thus to download a block from both the
middle and the exit databases, the total server compute
time is 0.3 seconds. Note that we are proposing to download a block every 3 hours. A single directory server

would thus be able to support 36 000 clients 3·60·60
.
0.3
The total number of cores required to support 250 000
clients is only 7. As of February 2011, the size of the
Tor network consensus is 560 KB, while the total size
of the relay descriptors is about 3.3 MB. Thus the communication overhead per client in the current Tor network is about 1.1 MB every 3 hours (560 KB consensus
and 3300
6 KB relay descriptors ), while the corresponding
overhead in our architecture is 2 MB. Thus, CPIR-Tor is
not suited for the current Tor network size.

Now we discuss the issue of creating multiple circuits within a 3-hour interval (after which the directory
databases are refreshed and clients request new descriptors). In this scenario, the trivial download has the advantage that any number of circuits can be created. Tor
clients rebuild a circuit after every 10 minutes, so they
could create 18 circuits every 3 hours with the communication overhead of a single trivial download. On the
other hand, the PIR-based architecture would require 18
PIR queries for middle nodes and another 18 for exit
nodes. We can see that unless the number of relays in the
database is greater than 40 000, trivial download is go-

Scenario 2: Increasing clients. Total number of relays is fixed at 2 000. Total number of clients increases
by a factor of sc . The number of cores required to sup10

Table 1: Summary of results: Comparison of overhead in Tor, CPIR and ITPIR. The communication overhead is
measured per client over a 3 hour interval.
Tor
CPIR
ITPIR
Scenario Relays
Clients
(MB) (MB / Cores) (MB / % Core Utilization per guard)
1
2

2000
2000

250 000
2 500 000

1.1
1.1

2/7
2 / 70

0.2 / 0.425%
0.2 / 4.25%

3
4

20 000
20 000

250 000
2 500 000

11
11

4 / 59
4 / 553

0.5 / 0.425%
0.5 / 4.25%

5

250 000

250 000

111

8 / 466

0.2 / 0.425%

port sc · 250 000 clients is sc · 7 (linear increase). Thus if
the number of clients increases to 2.5 million, about 70
cores will be required to support the architecture. Both
the number of cores and the communication overhead of
the system increases linearly with the number of clients.

600
500
400
300
200
100
0

600
500
Cores 400
300
200
100
0

Scenario 3: Increasing relays. Total number of
relays increases by a factor of sr . Total number of
clients is fixed. The number of cores required to support
sr · 2 000 relays increases sublinearly with sr . For example, when the number of relays increases from 2 000 to
20 000, the required number of cores increases from 7 to
59. Note that in this scenario, the communication overhead for CPIR-Tor also scales sublinearly, while that of
current Tor scales linearly. Thus, as the number of relays
increases, it becomes more and more advantageous to
use CPIR-Tor. For instance, when the number of relays
is 20 000, the communication overhead of Tor is 11 MB
every 3 hours, while that of CPIR is only 4 MB.

2
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Figure 4: Number of cores as a function of the number of
relays and clients (assuming half of the relays are exits).
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Scenario 4: Increasing both clients and relays. Total number of relays and clients increases by a factor
of s. The number of cores required to support s · 2 000
relays and s · 250 000 clients is strictly less than 7 · s2 .
In order to support 20 000 relays and 2.5 million clients,
553 cores would be required. We note approximately
50% of the Tor relays are already directory servers, so
553 cores in this scenario is feasible. Again, as the number of relays increases, the advantage of CPIR-Tor over
Tor becomes larger.

Performance Evaluation of InformationTheoretic PIR

We use an implementation [13] of the multi-server PIR
scheme by Goldberg [12] and compute the server computation, total communication, and client computation, for
varying values of the number of relays, using a descriptor
size of 2 100 bytes, and 3 servers.
Figure 5 plots server computation, total communication, and client computation as a function of the number
of Tor relays, using 3 PIR servers (the entry guards). We
note that the communication cost for a single ITPIR request is at least 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the
cost for a trivial download for all possible scaling scenarios.
Even if we compare the ITPIR-Tor protocol with the
Tor protocol over a period of 3 hours, where clients set up
18 circuits, still the communication overhead of ITPIR is
an order of magnitude smaller than a full download for
all scaling scenarios. Thus in this architecture, we do
not need to reuse blocks, providing security equivalent
to that of Tor, if at least a single guard relay is honest.
Recall that if all guard relays are compromised, then the
adversary can break user anonymity in both the current

Scenario 5: Converting clients to middle-only relays. Observe that if all 250 000 clients converted to
middle-only relays, then the server compute time for the
middle database is 20 seconds, while that for the exit
database is still 0.1 seconds. Thus, the total number of
cores required to support this scenario is approximately
466. (This scenario is not shown in Figure 4.) As compared to the current Tor network, CPIR reduces the communication overhead in the network from 111 MB per
client every 3 hours to only 8 MB.
11
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Figure 5: 3-server ITPIR cost.
guard relays would need to utilize only 0.425% of a core.
This is because the size increase in the PIR database
is offset by the increase in the number of guard relays.
Thus, regardless of the number of relays in the system,
each guard relay utilizes only 0.425% of a core. Also, as
the number of relays increases, the advantage of ITPIR
over a full download in terms of communication cost also
increases. For instance, at 2 000 relays ITPIR is a factor
of 5 more efficient than Tor, while at 20 000 relays, ITPIR is a factor of 22 more efficient than Tor (516 KB per
client every 3 hours as compared to 11.1 MB in Tor).

Tor network as well as in PIR-Tor, by selectively denying service [4] to circuits that have an honest exit relay
(or destination server) and performing end-to-end timing
analysis [2] when the exit relay (or destination server) is
compromised.
We now explore various scaling scenarios for Tor, and
compute the number of clients that each guard relay can
support, along with a comparison of the communication
cost to that of Tor. Our results are summarized in Table 1.
Scenario 1: Current Tor Size. Total number of relays is 2 000. Total number of clients is 250 000. For
2 000 relays, the number of exit nodes is around 1 000,
and the corresponding server compute time is 0.005 seconds. Thus to support a single circuit, the total server
compute time is 0.005 seconds (for all three guards combined). Note that each client builds a circuit every 10
minutes. A single guard relay would thus be able to support 360 000 clients. In the current Tor network, there
are 250 000 clients, and approximately 500 guard relays,
so each guard relay needs to service only 1500 clients on
average, and would utilize only 0.425% of one core. The
communication overhead of Tor is 1.1 MB per client every 3 hours. In ITPIR, the cost to build a single circuit is
only 12 KB. Even if clients build 18 circuits over a three
hour interval, the total communication cost of all 18 circuits is 216 KB. Thus ITPIR is useful even with the size
of the current Tor network.
Scenario 2: Increasing clients. Total number of relays is fixed at 2 000. Total number of clients increases
by a factor of sc . In order to support sc · 250 000 clients,
guard relays would need to utilize sc · 0.425% of a core.
Thus even when the number of clients increases to 2.5
million, but the number of guard relays stays fixed at 500,
then each guard relay only utilizes a 4.25% fraction of a
core. The total communication overhead in the system
increases linearly with the number of clients, similar to
the current Tor network.
Scenario 3: Increasing relays. Total number of
relays increases by a factor of sr . Total number of
clients is fixed. In order to support sr · 2 000 relays,

Scenario 4: Increasing both clients and relays. Total number of relays and clients increases by a factor of s. In order to support s · 250 000 clients, and
s · 2 000 relays, each guard relay would need to utilize
s · 0.425% of a core. Thus when the number of clients
is 2.5 million, and the number of relays is 20 000, each
guard relay utilizes 4.25% of a core. Even at 100 times
the current client base (25 million), 42% of one core is required, which may be reasonable in multi-core settings.
As the number of clients increases, the communication
overhead in both ITPIR and Tor increases linearly, while
as the number of relays increases, it becomes a lot more
advantageous to use ITPIR as compared to Tor.
Scenario 5: Converting clients to middle-only relays. Observe that if all 250 000 clients converted to
middle-only relays, then the server compute time for the
guard relays remains unchanged, since PIR is not performed over the middle database. Thus each guard relay
would still utilize only 0.425% of a core.
To further highlight the scalability of ITPIR, we also
consider a scenario where all 250 000 clients convert to
relays, with a similar distribution of guard/middle/exit
relays as in the current Tor network. The communication
overhead of ITPIR in this scenario is 1.7 MB per client
every 3 hours, while that of Tor is 137 MB — two orders
of magnitude higher.
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Discussion

of the guard nodes was Byzantine. This can be rectified,
however, using the Byzantine robustness techniques of
the underlying ITPIR protocol [12]. In particular, a client
receiving blocks with correct signatures may safely use
those blocks. If there are corrupted blocks, the client can
identify which guard node(s) were Byzantine, and causing the corruption, by extending the queries for just the
corrupted blocks to additional guard nodes. When three
honest guard nodes are reached, even though the client
does not know a priori which are the honest ones, the
Byzantine nodes will be identified. However, this may
come at the cost of the Byzantine nodes (if there are at
least three) learning which exit block the client was interested in. Therefore, the client should not use the resulting
information to build circuits; it should only use it to learn
which nodes were Byzantine and thus should be avoided
in the future.

We now discuss some issues in, and ramifications of, our
design.
Comparison of CPIR vs. ITPIR. The CPIR-Tor architecture does not require all guard relays to be directory servers, and is more easily integrated into the current
Tor network, where a random subset of the relays are directory servers. Moreover, it is ideal for the scenarios
where either a client’s browsing time is small (possibly
estimated using the client’s past Tor browsing history),
or the client is not interested in the unlinkability of its
connections. On the other hand, the ITPIR-Tor architecture requires all guard relays to be directory servers, thus
requiring them to maintain a global view of the system,
but results in significant communication savings for the
clients. The ITPIR-Tor architecture can support a variety of client workloads, while providing a high level of
security. In particular, ITPIR-Tor can enable a very attractive scenario where all clients become middle-only
relays, without any additional cost to the network, since
the middle relays are fetched for free (without doing PIR)
by the clients.

Additional scaling strategies. The Tor Project has
been actively working on improving its scaling properties. We now discuss some strategies under consideration
that may be implemented in the future. The first strategy
is to download relay descriptors on demand [34] during
the circuit construction process, as opposed to periodically fetching them in advance. Fetching descriptors on
demand would significantly reduce the communication
overhead in Tor. However, note that fetching descriptors
on demand does not satisfy our goal of efficient circuit
creation, since descriptor downloads increase circuit creation times.
The second strategy introduces the idea of microdescriptors [8], which contain all relay descriptor fields that
rarely change. All frequently changing fields are placed
in the network consensus. Clients download the network
consensus document frequently, but the microdescriptors
are cached on a long-term basis. We note that this proposal is orthogonal to our architecture, and can be incorporated in the PIR-Tor protocol. In this case, the PIR
database would consist of only the network consensus
information. The size reduction in the PIR database because of the removal of microdescriptors would translate
into both computational and communication savings in
our architecture.

Robustness. Recall that each block of the descriptor
database is digitally signed by the trusted directory authorities. These signatures prevent malicious PIR servers
from tricking clients into accepting false information.
However, such malicious servers could still deny service
to clients by returning garbage, or by not returning a response at all. As we discuss next, in both CPIR-Tor and
ITPIR-Tor clients can easily detect this attack and can
stop using those malicious servers.
In CPIR-Tor, a malicious directory server could modify its own copy of the descriptor database in order to corrupt blocks containing, for example, many honest nodes,
and leave with correct signatures those blocks containing
collaborating malicious nodes. Clients retrieving these
“malicious blocks” will be successful, but clients retrieving “honest blocks” will not. In order to defend against
this, a CPIR-Tor client that receives even one corrupted
block (out of b requests) from a given (Byzantine) directory server should discard the entire response, and make
a new, freshly randomly chosen query for all b blocks
from a different server. It should also avoid using that
Byzantine server in the future.
In ITPIR-Tor, on the other hand, such a selectivecorruption attack is not possible unless all three guard
nodes are colluding. In the ITPIR-Tor setting, Byzantine
guard nodes can corrupt the result of the query, but not in
a way that depends on which block was requested. Unfortunately, with ITPIR-Tor as presented, although the
client will detect the corruption, it will not learn which

Computational puzzles to prevent DoS. In our architecture, directory servers act as PIR databases and perform computation to respond to user queries. This provides an opportunity to the attacker to launch a denial
of service (DoS) attack against the directory servers by
issuing multiple PIR queries. We propose to use computational puzzles to mitigate the impact of this attack.
When a directory server begins to get computationally
congested, it starts to issue computational puzzles to
13

Limitations. The Tor network is comprised of volunteer nodes that contribute their bandwidth for anonymous communication. Our proposal essentially trades
off bandwidth for computation at the directory servers,
and thus directory servers are required to volunteer some
extra computational resources. We show in our performance evaluation that only a small fraction of CPU resources need to be volunteered by the designated directory servers, especially in the case of ITPIR-Tor. We believe that PIR-Tor offers a good tradeoff between bandwidth and computational resources, and results in an
overall reduction in resource consumption at volunteer
nodes. Secondly, our design is not as scalable as alternate peer-to-peer approaches, which can scale to tens of
million relays. However, our design provides improved
security properties over prior work. In particular, reasonable parameters of PIR-Tor provide equivalent security
to that of the Tor network. The security of our architecture mostly depends on the security of PIR schemes
which are well understood and relatively easy to analyze,
as opposed to peer-to-peer designs that require analyzing
extremely complex and dynamic systems. The only exception to this is the scenario of CPIR-Tor with descriptor re-use, where the security analysis is more complex.
Moreover, for all scaling scenarios, the communication
overhead in our architecture is at least an order of magnitude smaller than that of Tor. Finally, PIR-Tor assumes
the use of a small set of standard exit policies for nodes
to select from, though a few outliers can be tolerated by
downloading their information in their entirety.

clients. Clients solve the computational puzzle and return the solution to the directory server. The directory
server verifies the puzzle solution, and only then starts
to spend computational resources to process the client’s
PIR query.
Impact of churn. In the current Tor network, as the
churn in the network increases, clients will have to download the full list of network consensus and relay descriptors more frequently. On the other hand, the impact of
churn on PIR-Tor is minimal, since only a small number
of directory servers or guards will need to download the
global view more frequently. In fact, as long as the rate
of database updates is longer than 10 minutes (it is currently set to 3 hours), we can expect the number of client
PIR queries to be the same.
Impact of number of circuits. The communication
overhead of PIR-Tor is directly proportional to the number of circuit constructions, since for optimal security,
clients need to perform 1 or 2 PIR queries per circuit.
Tor developers are already working on a proposal to have
a separate circuit for each application, to prevent certain
kinds of profiling [18]. In this scenario, since there is
a separate circuit per application, the timeout period for
each circuit can be increased from the current value of
10 minutes, to keep the impact of additional circuits on
our architecture minimal (since the timeout period is set
to 10 minutes in order to prevent those same profiling
attacks).
Incorporating future path constraints. There have
been several proposals that incorporate more constraints
in the Tor path selection protocol. For example, it
has been suggested that relays must be chosen to minimize the chance of an end-to-end timing analysis attack [11, 27]. Also, Sherr et al. [40] proposed to enable
applications to choose relays based on different performance constraints like node-based selection, link-based
selection, and end-to-end path-based selection. We note
that PIR-Tor is able to incorporate these ideas to the extent that each block fetched from the database contains
multiple descriptors, and clients could apply similar algorithms to select the descriptor that best fits their constraints.

10

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented PIR-Tor, an architecture for
the Tor network where clients do not need to maintain a
global view of the system, and instead leverage private
information retrieval techniques to protect their privacy
from compromised directory servers. In our evaluation,
we find that PIR-Tor reduces the communication overhead of the Tor network by at least an order of magnitude. We analyzed two flavors of our architecture, based
on computational PIR and information-theoretic PIR respectively. In computational PIR, clients fetch only a few
blocks from the PIR database, and reuse blocks to build
additional circuits. While this modification has no impact on client anonymity, it slightly weakens the unlinkability of circuits. On the other hand, in informationtheoretic PIR, clients perform a PIR query per circuit
creation and do not reuse blocks, resulting in a level of
security that is equivalent to the Tor network. While
information-theoretic PIR requires all guard relays to be
directory servers, computational PIR is more easily integrated into the current Tor network.

Preserving option to download global view. We note
that many use cases may require a global view of the
system. For example, it may be helpful to researchers or
developers working on improving the security and performance of the Tor network to have a global view of
the system. Thus we propose that directory servers also
support an option to download the full database.
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SB(s): Clients choose blocks based on the relay index(es) they contain, given that relays are sorted
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Figure 6: Bandwidth distribution in the current Tor network on 9 February 2011
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Figure 7: Uniform selection: evolution of α with the
database size

in order of decreasing bandwidth. We implement
the weighted selection algorithm by Snader and
Borisov [41] with parameter s=1 and s=10. The former results in almost uniform choice amongst the
relays, and the latter favors the selection of relays
with high bandwidth, resulting in a very skewed distribution.

least known relay is shared by a fraction α = 0.00036
of clients. If there are 100 000 clients, the profile gathered contains information of on average 120 users for the
former relay, and 36 users for the latter. The distant outlier in every box plot corresponds to the block that that
holds the nodes with largest bandwidth. Hence, the aggregate bandwidth in this block is much larger than the
bandwidth held by the next block in the database (and
so is the probability of being chosen). As the network
grows, blocks contain a smaller percentage of the relays
in this database thus the distance between the most likely
chosen block and other choices diminishes.

We test the protection offered by PIR-Tor for different network sizes, that we construct by scaling the current network (composed of 649 exit relays) by a factor of sr = {1, 10, 50, 100, 400, 800, 1000, 1200, 1500}
(note that when sr = 1500 the networks is formed by
about Nrelays = 1M relays). For each database size, we
choose the number of blocks for optimal performance of
the CPIR algorithm. We note that the results obtained
in our analysis can easily be extrapolated to all scenarios
considered in the performance evaluation in Sections 7
and 8.
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Uniform selection. If clients select relays uniformly at
random, Pr[e] = 1/Nblocks , where Nblocks is the size of
the exit relay database. In Figure 7 we show the distribution of the fraction α of clients knowing a relay. As
expected, α decreases with the size of the database, but
even for the largest database, α = 0.0067. Therefore
when the network has 100 000 users the adversary can
only recover aggregate profiles of on average 670 clients.
The downside of this selection algorithm is that it does
not balance the load of the network.
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Figure 8: BW selection: evolution of α with the database
size

BW selection. When the BW algorithm is used, relays
are selected according to their bandwidth. As we only
have a snapshot of 649 relays, to simulate the network
growth we construct the distribution of larger network
by concatenating copies of the original list downloaded
from the Tor network. In Figure 8 we show the distribution of the fraction α when BW selection is implemented.
For the largest database (rightmost box plot), the median relay is shared by a fraction α = 0.0012, and the

SB selection. We show in Figures 9 and 10 the distribution of α for the SB(1) and SB(10) algorithms. In general, implementing SB(1) results in larger values of α
than using SB(10), but SB(10) presents more variance,
with the higher-bandwidth relays offering better protection than SB(1). When the database has 1M relays, the
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median of α for SB(1) is α = 0.0065, and for SB(10) it
is α = 0.0019. That means that the adversary collects
aggregate profiles of 650 and 190 clients, respectively,
when there are 100 000 users. We see that for SB(10)
we get the same effect as for BW selection and the most
chosen block of relays is far away from the rest of the
distribution.

63 users contributing to the profile, and this number increases up to 155 for the peak number of users in this
period, 432 075. Further, we recall that linkability of circuits is only possible in intervals of 3 hours and 18 circuits, and that the amount of information gathered by the
adversary at each exit node can be reduced by increasing the number of blocks b retrieved from the directory
servers. Hence, it is unlikely that the adversary can isolate circuits belonging to a unique client based on relay
selection algorithms.
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Figure 9: SB(1) selection: evolution of α with the
database size.
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Figure 10: SB(10) selection: evolution of α with the
database size.
Amongst the cases we have discussed in this section the worst-case scenario is for the client to select
the least-chosen block for 152-block BW. In this case
α = 3.6 · 10−4 . If there are only 100 000 clients in the
network, the profile gathered at this relay would contain
information from 36 clients. This number grows linearly
with the number of clients. For the average number of
Tor users in January 2011, roughly 175 000,6 there are
6 http://metrics.torproject.org/users.html
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